Jonas Jacqmin
After Sales Sonaca Aircraft

He’s the “ears” of Sonaca Aircraft!
Our empathetic, open-minded and
attentive After-Sales Manager is Jonas
Jacqmin. He is highly experienced
with handling customer complaints
and other technical issues. His
attentiveness, reactivity and above
all efficiency have made Jonas a
privileged and appreciated interlocutor
for the customers and users of the
Sonaca 200 in Europe and abroad...
“Aviation schools and flying clubs
need to have aircraft fleets that are
100% operational. For that, we have
developed an after-sales service that
ensures the aircraft’s follow-up and
promotes daily interactions with
customers and maintenance centers.
And contacts with the maintenance
centers are invaluable because
they provide us with a wealth of
information and advice on how to
improve our products. “

MySonaca
The MySonaca platform provides
support for the after-sales service
activities. It is a digital tool which is
accessible to every Sonaca Aircraft
customer and authorized maintenance
centers. Available 7 days a week and
continuously updated, MySonaca is an

« MySonaca »
• 400 parts available (tools,
consumables,...)
• 3D views of parts and assemblies
• User and maintenance manuals

• Bulletin Services
•A
 ccess to the aircraft’s complete
history: engine data, flight data,
maintenance,...

online purchasing platform that offers
maintenance tools, consumables and
parts for standard maintenance and AOG.
The software package eDrawings
allows you to view 3D drawings of
individual parts, assemblies and subassemblies of the Sonaca 200.
The platform also gives access to user
and maintenance manuals that are
automatically updated by Sonaca Aircraft
as well as to all the Bulletin Services.

The MySonaca platform is constantly
evolving. “We are currently working
on creating a space for exchanges
between maintenance centers on
an international scale. We are also
developing a section for hosting all the
data (engine parameters, flight data...)
that offers a view - in “real time”
- of the aircraft’s operating status.
This application is extremely useful
because it facilitates the predictive
maintenance of all our aircraft. “
Jonas Jacqmin.

The Aero Locarno flight school shares its experience

“ We use our sonaca 200 aircraft for more than 60 hours/month. From an
operational point of view, it’s like night and day compared to our old fleet of
aircraft! Switching to sonaca 200s has allowed us to lower our operating costs
and increase the availability of our aircraft. Even though the sonaca 200 is a
new aircraft, I am surprised by its reliability: the fleet* is 100% operational,
I have no planes on the ground. I also save on spare parts and on maintenance
costs which are now spaced out between 50 and 100 hours. Last but not least,
the relationship with the Sonaca Aircraft after-sales department is fantastic.
We particularly appreciate their responsiveness and professionalism. “

Sonaca 200, a connected aircraft
“At Sonaca Aircraft, we are now able
to remotely diagnose and analyze
any malfunction in the aircraft or in its
use by the pilot. Real-time cell wear
calculation ensures the complete
traceability of usage and optimizes
fleet management. “
Carl Mengdehl,
Engineering Sonaca Aircraft

Stefano Buratti,
CEO Aero Locarno* (Switzerland)
*

Aero Locarno has a fleet of 6 Sonaca 200 Trainer Pro planes.
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